I Spot Something Hot Song Lyrics

Claps/rhythm/whispered chanting:

**Rover/Freddie under:**
Hot, hot, hot. Sss-spottin’ hot, hot, hot…

**Rover/Freddie:**
Safety’s what it’s all about.
Spot something hot? Just give a shout….
Claps under whispered chant

**Rover/Freddie:**
I spot something hot! (clap-clap-clap)
I spot something hot! (clap-clap)

**Music in/Rover:**
I spot something hot! (Freddie: Don’t touch!)
I spot something hot! (Stay way!)
I spot something hot! (That’s it!)

**Freddie:**
You really wanna spot when something’s hot!

**Verse**

**Rover/Freddie:**
In your kitchen, bath or house,
(There’s a lotta) hot stuff all about.
(If ya think) that maybe something’s hot,
Call a grown-up over to help you out.

**Rover/Freddie:**
I spot something hot! (Freddie: It could burn!)
I spot something hot! (Way to learn!)
I spot something hot! (Stay away!)

**Rover:**
You’re wanna spot if it’s hot or not!

1 bar music rhythm, Music up step

**Rover:**
If you spot something’s hot, (Freddie: Are you lookin’?)
And Now you know what’s what. (Freddie: Hey, you’re cookin!)
Don’t touch it and for safety sake –

**Freddie w Rover:**
Just take three giant steps away.

**Verse: Spoken/sung**
Rover/Freddie:
Kitchen stoves and coffee pots,
Freddie:
Even bath water can be way too hot.
Heaters, matches, lighters, candles,
Freddie:
Are way too hot for you to handle.

Rhythm one bar

Freddie:
You said it!
Rover/Freddie:
I spot something hot! (Rover: Gotta watch out!)
Now I know what’s what! (Freddie: Yeah!)
I spot something hot! (Freddie: You got it!)
Rover/Freddie:
Start safe!
Freddie:
Stay safe!
Rover/Freddie:
Every day!
Freddie:
Spot …on! (laughter off)
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